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Abstract

Lead–bismuth eutectic (LBE) is under consideration as a target material with high-energy protons for generating

neutrons to drive actinide and fission product transmuters. A characterization has been performed to study the per-

formance of this target material as a function of the main variables and the design selections. The characterization

includes the neutron yield, the spatial energy deposition, the neutron spectrum, the beam window performance, and the

target buffer requirements. The characterization has also considered high-energy deuteron particles to study the impact

on the target neutronic performance. The obtained results quantify the LBE target material performance with proton or

deuteron particles as a function of the target variables and selections.

� 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Lead–bismuth eutectic (LBE) technology is being

developed worldwide for spallation neutron targets,

which will drive subcritical transmuters [1–4]. This paper

is intended to characterize the LBE target material

performance including the impact of the main variables

and the design selections. The charged particle energy,

the target buffer thickness, and the charged particle type

are considered in the characterization. The performance

analysis includes the neutron yield, the neutron utiliza-

tion fraction, the neutron spatial distribution, the neu-

tron spectrum, the energy deposition per generated

neutron, the beam window nuclear responses, the win-

dow operating life, and the nuclear responses in the

structural material outside the target buffer. The analysis

was performed for proton and deuteron charged parti-

cles to define the impact on the LBE material perfor-

mance. In the analysis process, heat transfer, hydraulics,

beam window stresses, and target engineering issues

have been considered to insure that the obtained per-

formance is achievable for the LBE target designs.

This work was performed using the spallation target

design of the subcritical multiplier (SCM) of the accel-

erator driven test facility (ADTF) [4–6]. The ADTF is a

nuclear research facility that will provide multiple test-

ing and production capabilities. The ADTF target de-

sign is based on a coaxial geometrical configuration to

satisfy the SCM configuration for minimizing the space

requirements and to maximize the SCM utilization of

the target neutrons. The target is installed vertically

along the SCM axis. LBE is the target material and

the target coolant. Ferritic steel (HT-9, Fe–12Cr–1Mo

alloy) is the structural material for the target. The target

coolant channels and the proton beam are entered ver-

tically from the top above the SCM. The geometrical

configuration shown in Fig. 1 has been carefully de-

signed to ensure flow stability and adequate cooling for

the beam window and the structural material. The pro-

ton beam has a uniform spatial distribution over an

8-cm circular cross-section. The beam tube has 10-cm

radius to accommodate the halo current. A hemi-spher-

ical geometry is used for the beam window, which is

connected to the beam tube. The beam tube is enclosed

inside two coaxial tubes to provide inlet and outlet

channels (manifolds) for the LBE coolant. In addition,

the materials (LBE and target structure) between the

beam trajectory and the boundary of the SCM (buffer)
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reduce the nuclear responses in the SCM structural

material. The utilization of the LBE as a target, buffer,

and coolant material does simplify the design. The target

and beam configurations of the ADTF were adopted for

the work presented in this paper.

The MCNPX code [7] was used to perform the

physics analysis of this paper. Each the MCNPX cal-

culation used adequate source sampling in the range of

250 000 to 1 000 000 source particles to achieve statistical

error less than 1% within one standard deviation. The

characterization results are presented as well as the main

conclusions from the analysis. The paper defines the

design parameter values to operate the LBE material in

spallation targets with a satisfactory performance. Also,

recommendations are obtained to maximize the neutron

utilization and protect the structural material outside the

target buffer from the charged particles and the high-

energy neutrons.

2. Energy deposition

The first step in the analysis was to define the energy

deposition profile in the LBE for different proton ener-

gies. The proton energy considered is in the range of

200–1000 MeV. The results are shown in Fig. 2, which

are normalized to the incident proton current density.

The peak energy deposition does not occur at the LBE

surface but it is inside the LBE material along the beam

axis. Such behavior is desirable because the beam win-

dow is not exposed to the peak heating value. Also, it

does simplify the LBE heat removal. Increasing the

charged particle energy reduces the peak power density

and spreads the energy deposition in the lead–bismuth.

As the proton energy increases above 600 MeV, the peak

value shifts from the end of proton beam range to the

beam entry area, at about 1 cm from the surface.

The total energy deposition increases linearly as the

proton energy increases. However, the energy loss per-

centage to the endothermic reactions increases as the

proton energy increases. The energy deposition per

generated neutron shows a very fast decrease with the

proton energy up to about 500 MeV, and then it slows

down as shown in Fig. 3. Such behavior encourages the

use of high-energy protons to reduce the target cooling

requirements for specific neutron source strength.

3. Neutron yield

The total number of generated neutrons per proton

increases as the proton energy increases as shown in Fig.
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Fig. 2. Spatial energy deposition in the LBE for different pro-

ton energies with a uniform beam distribution normalized to

the proton beam current density.
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Fig. 3. Energy deposition as a function of the proton energy

normalized per incident proton on the right axis and per gen-

erated neutron on the left axis.

Fig. 1. Lead–bismuth target design concept.
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4. This number includes the spallation neutrons and the

secondary neutrons from the interactions of the high

energy spallation neutrons with the LBE target material.

Above 500 MeV proton energy, the number of generated

neutrons per proton increases linearly with the proton

energy. However, the neutron fraction with energy

above 20 MeV reaches a saturation value of �0.05 as the

proton energy increases, as shown in Fig. 4. The neutron

utilization fraction is defined as the neutron fraction of

the total generated neutrons that does not leave the

target region in the beam direction because these neu-

trons have the opportunity to perform material trans-

mutation. The neutrons leaving the target region in the

beam direction will interact with the shield, the reflector,

or the transmuter structural material at the bottom of

the target region or travel in the beam tube above the

target region. The neutron utilization fraction changes

from 0.53 at 200 MeV to 0.81 at 1000 MeV proton en-

ergy. As the proton energy increases, the neutrons are

generated further away from the LBE surface, which

increases the radial neutron leakage and subsequently

the neutron utilization factor. The generated neutrons

leaving the target region in the different directions (top,

radial, and bottom) are shown in Fig. 5. In this analysis,

an adequate target length is included to slow down,

multiply, and reflect the high-energy neutrons at the end

of the proton range (referred to as the bottom section).

This enhances the neutron production per proton and

the neutron utilization fraction. Also, a fixed buffer

thickness of 7 cm of LBE material is used in the analyses

to protect the structural material of the SCM outside the

target region and to function as input/output coolant

channels for the LBE target material as shown in Fig. 1.

The effect of the buffer thickness on the neutron utili-

zation fraction is discussed later. Again, these results

show that the use of high-energy proton is beneficial for

enhancing the neutron yield as well as the neutron uti-

lization factor.

4. Generated neutron spatial distribution

In the transmuter design, axial power peaking is a

design issue, which has a significant impact on the

transmuter performance. The spatial distribution of the

generated neutrons has a direct impact on the power

peaking in the driven systems. It is desirable to distribute
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Fig. 4. Number of neutrons per proton and neutron percentage

with energy above 20 MeV as a function of the proton energy.
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Fig. 5. Generated neutron spatial distribution at the target

boundaries as a function of the proton energy.
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outer surface for different proton energies normalized per gen-

erated neutron.
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uniformly the generated neutrons in the transmuter axial

direction (beam direction) to reduce the power peaking.

The spatial distribution of the generated neutron was

calculated at the outer surface of the 7-cm buffer for

different proton energies as shown in Fig. 6 per gener-

ated neutron. The results show that the uniformity of the

generated neutron distribution in the beam direction

improves as the proton energy increases. The neutron

peak is reduced by a factor of two as the proton energy

increases from 200 to 1000 MeV. Also, the neutron peak

is shifted further by about 8 cm along the beam direction

and the neutron spatial distribution spreads further

along the beam axis. These results show that the use of

high-energy proton help reducing the axial power

peaking in the driven transmuters.

5. Generated neutron spectrum

The generated neutron spectra nðEÞ at the outer

buffer surface for different proton energies are shown in

Fig. 7. It should be noted that nðEÞ is defined as the

neutron fraction with energy E MeV per unit energy

(MeV) interval normalized per generated neutron. The

small wiggles in the neutron spectra between 0.045 and

0.075 MeV are due to the LBE resonance cross-sections

in this energy range. The neutron spectra are very sim-

ilar up to 80 MeV. Above 80 MeV, the neutron density is

reduced by a factor in the range of 104 to 108 relative to

the peak value at 0.55 MeV. The average neutron energy

is about 1 MeV compared to 2 MeV for the fission

spectrum. The plotted neutron spectra represent the

neutrons leaving the target region, which account for the

interactions between the high-energy spallation neutrons

and the LBE target material. These spectra include

secondary neutrons from the (n; xn) interactions, and

neutron slowing down through inelastic and elastic in-

teractions. Fig. 8 shows both the generated neutron

spectrum from Fig. 7 and the fission spectrum. The

generated neutron spectrum is softer than the fission

spectrum; however it has a very high-energy tail as

shown in Fig. 7. This high-energy tail affects the nuclear

responses in the structural material. It enhances the

helium production rate, which affects the mechanical

properties of the structural materials; further details are

given in the buffer size section.

6. Beam window nuclear responses

As an example, the nuclear responses in the beam

window are given in Table 1 for the 600 MeV protons

and the beam current is normalized to 40 lA/cm2. The

energy deposition density in the HT-9 beam window is

766.5 W/cm3 and the peak value in the LBE material is

796 W/cm3 at 1.75 cm from the LBE surface. The gas

production and the atomic displacement cross-sections

used in the analyses do account for the nuclear responses

generated by the protons and the neutrons [8]. In the

beam window, the neutrons are responsible for 69% of

the atomic displacement and the protons are generating

more than 96% of the gas production rate. The high gas

production rate affects the mechanical properties of the

window material, which requires experimental data for

realistic lifetime prediction of the structural material.

Structural analysis [4] utilizing experimental data with

lower helium per atomic displacement shows that the

beam window may be able to operate for full power year

with 40 lA/cm2 current density.
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7. Buffer requirement and impact on the neutron utiliza-

tion

The analysis was performed as a function of the

buffer thickness. The cross-section areas required for

the inlet and the outlet LBE coolant channels define the

minimum buffer thickness, which is 7 cm for 5 MW

beam with 600 MeV protons [4–6]. The neutron yield

(the total number of generated neutrons per proton

leaving the target region) has a low sensitivity to the

buffer thickness as shown in Fig. 9. The neutron yield

reaches a saturation value at a buffer thickness of �40

cm. The saturation value is about 1.14 times the value

obtained with the 7-cm minimum buffer thickness.

However, the number of neutrons utilized for material

transmutation (the generated neutrons that reach the

SCM) is significantly reduced as the buffer thickness is

increased. This is also shown in Fig. 9 where the neutron

utilization fraction drops from 0.71 with 7-cm buffer to

0.25 with 40-cm buffer. The axial neutron leakage is

increased as the buffer thickness is increased. This re-

quires the target design to reduce the buffer thickness as

much as possible.

The nuclear responses in the structural material at

the outer buffer surface of a fast transmuter system

change linearly with the reciprocal of the outer buffer

radius [5]. The other important parameter for the

structural material performance is the helium to atomic

displacement ratio. Fig. 10 shows this ratio as a function

of the buffer thickness for HT-9 alloy, which is in the

range of 0.1–0.3 appm He/dpa. This ratio is about 0.26

for HT-9 in a typical fast reactor spectrum. For the

above beam parameters with a fast transmuter, the re-

sults show that the 7-cm buffer thickness protects the

structural material from the nuclear responses caused by

the proton beam and the generated neutrons, utilizes

most of the generated neutrons, and has adequate cross-

section area for the inlet and the outlet LBE coolant

channels. Therefore, the lifetime of the structural ma-

terial around the buffer will depend on the operating

temperature, the nuclear responses, and the loading

conditions similar to fast fission systems.

8. Deuterons versus protons for neutron generation

Another characterization for the LBE material per-

formance was performed with deuterons instead of

protons. The deuteron energy was varied in the range of

200–1000 MeV similar to the proton characterization.
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Table 1

Target window nuclear responses from 600 MeV proton beam

with 40 lA/cm2 current density

Energy deposition, W/cm3 766.49

Atomic displacement, dpa/y

Neutrons 46.2

Protons 21.1

Total 67.3

Helium production, appm/fpy

Low energy neutrons 6 20 MeV 5.7

High energy neutrons> 20 MeV 50.2

Protons 1437.3

Total 1493.2

Hydrogen production, appm/fpy

Low energy neutrons 6 20 MeV 6.3

High energy neutrons> 20 MeV 1010.1

Protons 26,753.1

Total 27,769.5
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The energy deposition profile in the LBE for different

deuteron energies is shown in Fig. 11 and the results are

normalized to the deuteron current density. The deu-

teron energy deposition profiles are similar to the proton

profiles. However the range of the deuterons with energy

E is about twice the range of the proton with energy E=2.

Also, the peak energy deposition from the deuterons is

about twice the corresponding value for the protons

with same energy. This means that the neutrons are

generated over shorter range, which has positive impact

on the transmuters as will be discussed later and nega-

tive impact on the thermal hydraulics.

Similar to the proton case, the total energy deposi-

tion and the neutron production increase as the deu-

teron energy increases. The deuteron generates slightly

more energy and neutrons than the proton of the same

energy. In the energy range of 400–1000 MeV, the

deuteron generates about 7–9% more neutrons relative

to the proton. The deuteron has a shorter range, which

increases the probability for the forward high-energy

spallation neutrons to multiply through (n; xn) interac-

tions and to slow down through elastic and inelastic in-

teractions with LBE material. The resulting neutron

spectrum is slightly softer because of these interactions.

Fig. 12 shows the generated neutron distribution along

the target buffer outer surface for different proton and

deuteron energies, which shows the deuteron generating

more neutrons than the proton with similar spatial dis-

tribution. However, there are other issues related to the

use of deuterons including the accelerator cost, which

require cost-benefit analyses to compare with proton case.

9. Conclusions

The characterization results of LBE target material

for accelerator driven transmuters presented in this

paper reached the following main conclusions:

1. Increasing the charged particle energy reduces the

peak power density and spreads the energy deposi-

tion in the lead–bismuth target material. Such effects

reduce the maximum window temperature and facili-

tate the heat removal from the target.

2. The total energy deposition per generated neutron

decreases fast as the charged particle energy increases

up to �600 MeV, then it decreases slowly.

3. The neutron yield increases with the energy of the

charged particles. However the high-energy neutron

(E > 20 MeV) fraction reaches a saturation value of

about 5% of the total generated neutrons as the

charged particle energy increases.

4. The uniformity of the generated neutron distribution

increases in the beam direction as the energy of the

charged particles increases. The peak value is always

shifted away from the beam entry surface. Increasing

the uniformity of the generated neutron distribution

reduces the power peaking in the transmuter.

5. The high-energy neutrons (E > 20 MeV) have similar

spatial distribution with more shifting for the peak

value in the beam direction away from the beam

entry surface.

6. The generated neutron spectrum does not change

with the energy of the charged particles except for

the upper end of the spectrum, which is 4–8 orders

of magnitude less than the peak value.

7. The average energy of the generated neutrons with

7-cm LBE buffer is �1 MeV compared to 2 MeV

for fission neutron spectrum. However, the high-

energy tail of the neutron spectrum affects the nuclear

responses in the structural materials.

8. The use of lead–bismuth buffer with a small thick-

ness, which is required for the inlet and outlet coolant
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channels, reduces the nuclear responses in the struc-

tural material around the target to the observed val-

ues in the fast fission reactors.

9. The neutron balance analysis shows that the large

buffer thickness reduces significantly the neutron uti-

lization factor. For example, at 40-cm buffer thick-

ness, the neutron utilization factor is 0.25, which

means a beam power loss of 75%.

10. The range of the deuteron with energy E is about

twice the range of the proton with energy E=2. Also,

the peak energy deposition from the deuteron is

about twice the corresponding value for the proton

with same energy.

11. In lead–bismuth, deuterons produce slightly more

neutrons than protons. For the same axial target

length and beam particle energy, the difference is

about 7–9% for the deuterons in the energy range

of 400–1000 MeV. For deuterons, other issues includ-

ing the beam generation cost require further analyses

to judge the value of generating more neutrons per

charged particle.
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